COURSE DESCRIPTION

This course explores how the media interrelate with and impact African societies, especially through the practices of journalism. Informed by the history and political economy of Ghana and other exemplar African countries, the course discusses the socio-cultural and philosophical context of media in Africa. It examines the broader issues that impinge on how the media function, including media policies and laws as well as cultural, religious and gendered beliefs.

DESIRED OUTCOMES

At the end of the course students will:

- Be able to demonstrate background knowledge of African media in general, and the Ghanaian media in particular.

- Gain a better understanding of the role and function of media within Ghanaian society and their complicity in how people experience the world around them.

- Be familiar with various theoretical approaches to be able to critically examine the norms and practices of journalism in Africa.

- Be able to critique media texts and enhance their critical thinking and understanding of the interplay between media and the social world.

COURSE REQUIREMENTS AND ASSESSMENT COMPONENTS

- All assignments must be typewritten and presented on time. The lecturer reserves the right to either reject any late assignment or to deduct marks for lateness. Assignments will be evaluated for content as well as writing technique. Mechanical errors will always adversely affect the final score.
• **Assignments**
  1. Class participation (10%)
  3. Watch and Review Nollywood Movie ‘Lion Heart’ Season 1 ([https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jerSLhMGyEY](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jerSLhMGyEY)) (20%)
  4. Term Paper (30%).
  5. End of Semester Exam (Take Home) - (20%)

**Term Paper (2000 words)**

Compare Western media and Ghanaian media coverage of politics. Your paper must be predicated on at least a month’s worth of reading, watching or listening to how the news media in your selected countries are covering political issues. Your analysis must draw concrete examples from the media you have analyzed to underpin the points you make and reflect the readings on the subject. Your paper should be properly referenced with citations of literature and sources of information properly attributed.

**COURSE OUTLINE (Six Weeks)**

1. **Friday May 31: General Overview of Media in the context of Ghana and Africa (12:00 – 3:00 pm)**

   In this introductory lecture students will be introduced to the nature and structure of the course and given a historical overview of media in Africa generally and Ghana in particular. We will also contend with debates on Western coverage of Africa.

**Class Structure**

   a. Lecturer introduces course, and goes through course outline and student expectations (12-12:20)
   b. Lecturer delivers lecture and shows videos on the subject followed by questions and comments (12:20-1:00)
   c. Break (1:00-1:30)
   d. Lecturer delivers lecture and shows videos on subject followed by questions and comments (1:30-2:00)
   e. Group discussions and reactions to examples of Western coverage of Africa from selected readings (2:00-3:00).

**Readings:**

2. Tues, June 4: The media, socio-political transformations and elections in Ghana (10:30-12:30)
We will discuss the state of democracy in Ghana and the enabling and disenabling factors that shape how journalists hold political leaders accountability, report on elections and promote good governance.

Class Structure
a. Lecturer delivers lecture on the subject followed by questions and comments (10:30-11:30)
b. Watch and discuss extracts from film: An African Election (11:30-12:30)

Readings

3. Tues. June 11: Community Radio in Africa (All Day)
We will explore the role of community radio in the lives of deprived communities by visiting Radio Ada, a community radio station outside Accra.

Class Structure
Day Trip to Radio Ada:
a. Lecturer will discuss community radio on site in Ada.
b. Community radio practitioner will explain how community radio functions within the Ada community and give a guided tour of radio operations in the newsroom and within the community.

Readings
4. **Monday, June 17: Media and Religion**

Historically, the media have been used as tools for both propagating and challenging religion. In contemporary Ghana, religious media is converging across mediums—in traditional media, popular culture, news, internet, and social media. We will discuss how media is used in spreading religious messages and how media cover religion. We will place particular focus on the growing influence of Pentecostal media ministries.

**Class Structure**

a. Lecturer delivers lecture on the subject of religious propagation through media and media coverage of various religions. This includes questions/discussions arising out of readings and viewing of a tele-evangelist DVD (10:30-11:30).

b. Group exercise searching for Islam (11:30-12:00).

c. Final discussions on media and religion (12:00-12:30).

**Readings**


5. **Tuesday June 25: Cinematic Representations of the Social World:** The 1934 Laval Decree in French colonies forbade Africans from making their own films but today Nollywood, the Nigerian film industry, is considered the second largest movie industry in the world. We will discuss the evolution of African cinema and the role of film in representations of Africa.

**Class Structure**

a. Lecturer delivers lecture, including a historical overview of film in Africa. This includes questions/discussions arising out of readings (10:30-11:30).

b. Watch a Ghanaian Documentary (11:30-11:45).

c. Final discussions (11:45-12:30)

**Readings**


6. **Tuesday July 2: Media and Conflict**

The media play a powerful role in the unfolding drama of peace and conflict in Africa and shape the way people perceive conflict both within, and outside of the affected location. We will explore the role of journalism in conflicts and reconciliation, and the inherent tensions arising out of conventional journalism practice and journalists’ peacebuilding role.

**Class Structure**

a. Lecturer delivers lecture on the subject including questions and answers (10:30-11:30)
b. Class watches and discusses documentary ‘Cry Freetown’ (11:30-12:30)

**Readings**


*Electronic Versions of most of the readings will be provided. A few hard copy readings will be provided onsite in Accra.*